
CIP Meeting Minutes 9/17/21
Members present: Monica Jackson, Priscilla Williams, Phyllis Heath, Donna Prince, Tony
Martinez, Brenda Dunlap, Rexanne Jones, and Monica Vidaurri

The Meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m. by Monica Vidaurri.
A comprehensive review of STAAR Data was presented to the committee. Afterwards,
committee members were separated into groups to determine areas of improvement, and goals.

As a committee we agreed that the following were areas of specific need of improvement
As a district, English Language Arts and Mathematics need improvement. In mathematics,
category 2: Computations and Algebraic equations
showed a significant lower passing percentage compared to other math categories for grades
3rd thru 8th grade. Algebra I, category 2:
Describing and Graphing Linear Functions, Equations, and Inequalities was the lowest
performing area that needs improvement. Reading and writing from
grades 3rd-6th grade need extreme improvements. All categories are in need of improvement.
Data shows that students in 7th grade and 8th grade
did not show significant learning loss. In English I and English II the lowest category was in
composition. In tutorials, students will be provided
support and resources to further develop their writing skills. As a district we will work toward
building an effective RTI program to help students
struggling in math, reading and writing.

Monica Jackson, Rexanne Jones, and Brenda Dunlap determined that the area of need for the
elementary campus was that the STAAR results showed weaknesses in the Reading/Language
ARTs areas in all demographic groups. The Campus team feels this is the
area that needs primary focus for the 2021-22 school year. Mrs. Dunlap discussed the following
with Monica Jackson and Rexanne Jones--then presented to the committee as whole.

● Demographics---discussed areas of improvement for ESL, SPED, GT
populations, At-Risk,

● Discussed the School culture/climate---discussed how this will be addressed
when the PFC sends out student/teacher surveys in the Spring to gather
feedback and take action.

● Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment--plan to benchmark students in the fall
and spring semester. Develop Tutorials, and RTI times for struggling students

● School Context and Organization
● Student Achievement--reviewed areas of success, and ways to improve and

increase student success.
● PFC--was tabled for discussion--because the PFC committee will be meeting and

taking care of this area on the agenda.
● Technology--Mrs. Heath discussed how the new Chromebooks will have the new

Cambium Systems--and students need to start practicing using the new testing
system to familiarize themselves before the actual STAAR date.



Phyllis Heath, Donna Prince, Priscilla Williams, Tony Martinez determined that the ELAR
needed the most improvement. There were few students who mastered, they discussed that
they would like to see at least three students in each class reach mastery. Math had many
students reach “approaches,” and the committee discussed that a goal would be to have more
students reach the “meets”. Overall, the high school and Junior High campus results were
excellent in Biology and US History. This subcommittee felt that it would be beneficial to utilize
DMAC testing systems, Study Island, TEKS resource, Cambium, Carnegie, and other programs
to help student populations that are a few points away from mastery or meets. The goal is to
help all students move forward, and to target specific areas of need.

● Demographics---discussed areas of improvement for ESL, SPED, GT
populations, At-Risk,

● Discussed the School culture/climate---discussed how this will be addressed
when the PFC sends out student/teacher surveys in the Spring to gather
feedback and take action.

● Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment--plan to benchmark students in the fall
and spring semester. Develop Tutorials, and RTI times for struggling students

● School Context and Organization
● Student Achievement--reviewed areas of success, and ways to improve and

increase student success.
● PFC--was tabled for discussion--because the PFC committee will be meeting and

taking care of this area on the agenda.
● Technology--Mrs. Heath discussed how the new Chromebooks will have the new

Cambium Systems--and students need to start practicing using the new testing
system to familiarize themselves before the actual STAAR date

Each subcommittee then discussed their goals, plans and ideas to the entire committee. We
discussed the importance of the fall benchmark to determine RTI interventions for the spring.
The goal is to see improvement from our RTI programs and tutorial program by the spring
benchmark. Cambium Interim reports as well as STAAR released tests on DMAC will be used to
measure student growth.
Monica Vidaurri--made a motion to set the next meeting for February 11, 2022 tentatively. Mrs.
Heath seconded the motion. Mrs. Heath made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 2:15 p.m. and
Priscilla Williams seconded the motion. The meeting was adjourned.


